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Abstract. ttugoniot data in the 4- to 250-kb stress range were obtained for quartzite and
novaculite, sandstones of varying porosity, single-crystal calcite, marble, porous and nonporous limestone, several plagioclasesof varying composition, and a basalt. Conventional
plane-wave, in-contact explosive assemblieswere used; the shock state was computed from
measuredshock velocities; particle velocities are inferred from either specimenor driver plate
free-surface motion. Impedence-match solutions were obtained for porous rock. I-Iigh values
of the I-Iugoniot elastic limit were observedin nonporousrocks--approximately 40 to 90 kb in

quartzite and novaculite,40 to 50 kb in the plagioclaserocks,and 15 to 25 kb in calcite and
marble. Reduced values were found for porous rocks, approximately 5 kb in sandstoneand
limestone.Phase transitionsare inferred at 30, 45, and 95 kb in calcite, and 22, 45, and 90 kb in
marble and limestone. For calcite these are indicated by multiple shock fronts. Anomalously
low volumesachievedby sandstoneshockedto above approximately40 kb, and high calcu-

lated shocktemperatures,suggestpartial conversionto coesiteor stishovite.High-pressure
states observedin basalt and plagioclaseagree with previously reported states for gabbro
[Hughesand McQueen,1958] above 300 kb when both data are plotted in terms of relative
volume.The previouslyobservedslope-change
of the gabbroI-Iugoniotis believedto result
from an elasticwave of perhaps50-kb amplitudewhichis overdrivenat 300 kb.
Introduction. The constitutive relation repre-

sented by the locus of shock-stressand compressed-volumestates obtained in shock-wave
experiments,the Itugoniot, describesmaterial
behavior over a wide pressureand temperature
range. Determination of the maximum attainable longitudinal elastic-wave amplitude provides an intrinsic measurementof the strength
of rocks under an extremely high (possibly
maximum) loading rate. Shock-wave experimentation permits certain phenomenasuch as
elastic-wave stress relaxation [Duvall and
Fowles,1963,p. 270] to be studied.Indirect observation of polymorphismin crustal materials
appearspossiblein certain cases;thus interest
is renewed in the study of the Itugoniots of
crustal rocks,particularly as a result of the recent suggestions[Ringwood, 1962] concerning
a seriesof reactionsand phasechangesoccurring
in the earth's mantle at a combinationof pressures and temperatures higher than that obtainable in static laboratory apparatus. Additional interest stems from the application of
these data to calculationsdescribingstress-wave
propagation in the vicinity of intense energy
sources,such as undergroundexplosionsand

The materials here studied are polycrystalline
quartz (in the form of quartzite and novaculite), sandstonesof varying porosity, singlecrystal calcite, marble, porous and nonporous
limestone, several plagioclasesof varying composition,and a basalt. Thesewere chosenon the
basis of the following criteria: (1) extreme
crustal abundance; (2) mineralogicallysimple
rocks and chemicallysimple minerals; (3) materials for which reasonablyuniform specimens
are obtainable; and (4) mediums for which
little or no previous data are reported.
Particular emphasishas beenplacedon studying monomineralogicmediums, since these individually display a host of new and interesting
phenomena under shock compression.After
these have been examined,the shock compression behavior of more complex rocks with their
infinite possible variety of compositionsand
structures may be understood and perhaps,
eventually, predicted.

meteorite impacts.
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Symbols.
A,
a,

two-dimensionalwedge angle.
constant in specificheat-temperture equation.
displacementof grid image due
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to tilting of free surfaceby nth

ducedby interaction of oblique

shock.

shock with

free surface.

constantin specificheat-temper- u, Uo, u, u•, mass (particle)velocity, labora-

ature equation.
u•,, ua,
tory coordinates.
zero-pressurebulk sound speed. u•,
free-surface velocity.
specificheat at constantvolume, V, Vo, V•, V•, specificvolume.
constant pressure.
V•,
specific volume at Hugoniot
elastic limit.
c,
constantin specificheat-temperature equation.
VQ•
specificvolume of quartz, stishovite.
D,
explosive slab detonation velocity.
Vs,
specificshockvolumerequiredto
d,
initial specimenthickness, grid
prevent the formation of an
elastic shock wave.
light sourceto mirror distance.
E, Eo, E•, E2, specificinternal energy. (Unless Vq, ro•,
zero-pressurespecificvolume of
otherwise noted, subscripts0,
quartz, stishovite.
streak camerawriting rate (film
1, 2, andn referto theinitial W,
state, and first, second, and
distance/time).
foil bendingangle.
nthshock
front.)
a,
E• q, Ed,
compressionalshock energy of
inclination of wedge surface be-

Co,
C•, C•,

E,,E•,
AE%8,
A

Fø•8,

A H ø•9s,

m,

quartz,
stishovite.
a•,
thermal,
compressional
compoAa.,
nent specificinternal energy.
changein standard internal energy.

change
instandard
freeenergy.
Aa•',
changein standard enthalpy.

streak
camera
magnification
(dis- b,
ranceon film/distanceon shot).

P, P,,

thermodynamic,
thermalpres- F, Fo,

q,

massfraction of quartz in quartz-

sure.

stishovite

r,
S,

A Sø2•s,

mixture.

radius of spherical particles.
entropy, changein standardentropy.

S,

particle velocity coet•icient of
bulk sound speed.

S,,

flowalongstreamline
at interac- $,
tion of oblique shockwith free
surface.

T, To,

temperature, temperature at

zero-pressure.
T•, Td,
to, t•, t•, t.,

I-Iugoniot temperature, approximate I-Iugoniot temperature.
shock-wavearrival time at free
surface of specimen.

U, Uo,U•, Us, shockvelocity,laboratorycoordi- 0.', 0',
U•, U.,
U,,.,,,,,,
U•.•,

Au•,

nates.
intersectionvelocity of nth shock
front with inclined surface as
observedby streak camera.
change in particle velocity in-

fore arrival of nth shock front.

turning angle of wedgefree surface upon incidence of nth
shock.

correctionto wedge angle due to
shock tilt.

constant in Murnaghan equation
of state.

Griineisen's ratio V (dP/dE)•,
Griineisen's ratio at zero pressure.

actual; corrected angle of inclined mirror light-streak cut-

off or, angleof streakdisplacements-both

are

measured

from perpendicular to streak
direction.

deviation angle of slit to streak
orthogonality--negative when
tending to be parallel with
streak cutoff.

difference in angle between apparent velocity U, ,rr and flow
streamline S• in flow diagram
of oblique shock-free surface
interaction.

shock tilt angle as measured on
film--positive when oriented
in direction of parallelism to
streak cutoff.

shocktilt anglein specimen.
Lam•

elastic constant.
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that is, one or more intermediate shock states
are produced which travel at discrete velocity.
v,
For example,an instability will occurin a single
•,
constantin Murnaghanequation shock of strength (r2 when it is driven into a
of state.
material with a Itugoniot as representedin Figpo,p•,
zero-pressuredensity, density as- ure 1. Compressionto V•. is producedvia two
sociated with nth shock.
shockfronts; the first connectsstate •ro,Voto •,
% (to,(r•, (r2, compressive stress normal to
V• and propagateswith velocity (with respect
shock front.
to state (r•, V•)
(re,
compressive stress normal to
'/•' (4)
shock front at Itugoniot elas- U1-- Ul = Vl[(al -- ao)(Vo-- V1)-1]
tic limit.

elastic

shock

wave

does not

U2 = -- u1Vl[(O'
2 -- o'1)
( V1 -- V2)-l]1/2 (5)

form.

%
r,
qb;qb',qbd,

mean principal stress.
specificsurfaceenergy.
actual; effectiveangleof inclina-

Aqb,Aqb•,

correction for shock tilt to inclined mirror angle.
angle of shock with respect to

tion of mirror

•, •,

detonation

12,

to free surface.

direction.

surface energy per unit mass.

General considerations. Experimental and
theoretical aspects of shock compressionare
describedby Rice et al. [1958] and Duvall and
Fowles [1963]. Aspects of shock propagation
specificallyapplicable to geologicmaterials are
discussed
by Duvall [1962]. The stress-volume
states, (r-l/, achievedupon shockinga seriesof
specimensfrom an initial state, (to, Vo, to a
seriesof final compressedstates define a curve
formed by a locus of such points; this is the
Itugoniot. Derived originally for fluids but valid
also for solidswhen one-dimensional
stress,•,
normal to wave front, is substitutedfor pressure,
the Rankine-ttugoniot conservation conditions
I/1

The secondconnectsstate a•, V• to a•, V•. and
travels with a lower velocity

U] -- U0

Vo- 1- U•- Uo

0'1-- 0'0= ( U1 -- Uo)(Ul -- Uo)/ Vo

E1-- Eo= 0'1
+ {TO
(Vo-

also relative to a•, V•. The conditionfor instability giving rise to sucha two-wave shockmay
be expressedas

(o-1-- •o)/( ro -- V1)

> (•. - •1)/(v1 -

v•.)

(6)

Accordingto (6), if the straight line drawn
from the initial state to the final state (the Rayleigh line) lies below intermediatepoints on the
Hugoniot, two or more shockfronts will connect
the initial and final states.

The present range of shock stressesis such
that a multiwave shockfront is always observable when the shock stress exceeds a stress

value, a,, at the Hugoniot elasticlimit (abbreviated hereafter as I-IEL). Accordingto present
hypotheses[Duvall and Fowles,1963; Rice et

RAYLEIGH
LINES

(1)
(2)

(3)

expressthe conservationof mass (1), momentum (2), and energy (3) acrossa boundary (the
shock front) between the two states.
In rocks,one or more stressrangesgenerally
exist along the I-Iugoniot for which states are
achievableonly via a multiwave shock front;

,so,.. v,
)
Fig. 1. Hugoniot curve which gives rise to two
shock fronts between stresses •x and
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al., 1958], ae, Ve is the highest shock state
.achievable via one-dimensional

deformation

in

which no internal rearrangementtakes place
the shock front. The experimentally observed
modulusfor one-dimensional
shockcompression
for stressesbelow a• in most casescorresponds
closelyto :t q- 2•, indicatingthat the curvature
of the Hugoniotis not too great; i.e., (O•a/OV

GREGSON

in Figure 2 (exothermic) where a multiwave
shockmay existover a certainstressrangedue
to the cuspat A. As in the caseof the ITEL, the
stability of more than one shockfront is predictedby (6). The cuspat B doesnot, in general, producea multiple shock;the Itugoniot in
this regionis obtainedfrom a seriesof experiments where successively
strongershockstrace
out states along ABC. Since two quantities,
shockand particlevelocity,associated
with each
state of a multiwave shock front are usually
measured,there is, in principle,no method of
distinguishing
the ItEL phenomenon
from polymorphism by using shock compressiondata
alone. Even when elastic-wavevelocities,and

In Figure 1, state a•, V• can be consideredas
representingthe HEL. Shock stresses•mediately above a• are achievedvia a slower (relative to laboratory coordinates) plastic w•ve
traveling at a velocity U•, given by (5). The
words 'pressure'and 'stress'are usedseparately
to avoid any implication that the rheologicalbe- supplementary phase equilibrium and thermohavior of the material shocked to states •bove
the HEL is understood. In the case of nometal-

lic mediums (e.g. [Duvall, 1962]) and particularly in the present study, several phenomena
may be exhibitedby the shockedmaterial which
are not easily explainablein terns of either ide•
fluid or simple elastic-plasticbehavior.
In general,the Rayleigh line passingthrough
the HEL will again intersect the Hugoniot
curve at •,, V, (Figure 1). For shockswhere
the final state lies between •, and •,, a twowave shock front

will • exist in which the first

wave correspon• to the HEL. At •,, the inequality of (6) no longer holds, and for final
shock states above •, a single shock front is
stable.

dynamicdata, becomeavailable(e.g.,in calcite
rocks, describedbelow), interpretation of observedtransition points on the Hugoniot may
be difficult.

Experimentaltechniques.The experimental
techniquesdescribedare designedto measure

shockvelocity U• and particle velocityu•, in
order to calculate stress a•, volume V•, and
changein specificinternalenergyE• -- Eo,by
using (1), (2), and (3). Quantitieswhich refer
to an initial state in (1), (2), and (3) are assumedto be known becausethey refer either to
the uncompressed
state or to the state achieved
via a previousshockfront, in which casethey
have been calculated.

The three optical techniquesdescribedwere

A phasetransition can producea Hugoniot as

developedfor shockmeasurements
in metals;
the description
emphasizes
aspectswhichapply
uniquely to brittle materials.
Plane-wave

inclined-mirror

method.

The

Itugoniotfor any of the mediumsstudiedmay

be represented,
at leastin a limitedstressrange,
by a curvein the stress-particle
velocityplane
suchas OAB (Figure 3). In discussing
experi-

GONIOT

PHASES

mental technique it is useful to considerloci of
unloadingstates achievedby shockedmaterial

I and2

• Vs

ISOTHERM

driven to state B via state A. For isentropic

PHASE
I

processes
the loci of unloadingstates also correspondto the thermodynamicpaths. State A
may correspondto either a HEL or to the onset

PHASE

of a polymorphictransition.The shockvelocity

2.

correspondingto compressionfrom 0 to A is

•

directlyobtainedfrom U• -- d/(t•--to) to within
V

Fig. 2. Itugoniot curve for material with exothermic phase transition.

___1%.

The particlevelocityassociated
with stateA,
ux, is obtained by measuringthe free-surface
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count by assuminga particular model for materiM behavior in the shockedstate. In practice

it may be diftq_cult
to demonstratethe uniquenessof a particularmodel.Also,becauseof the
generalagreementin the resultingfinal states
found by usingtwo differentmethods,wave interactions are not considered in the initial data

analysis.

The particlevelocity,u•, associated
with the
stateB, the higheststressstate achievedin the
hypotheticalexperimentof Figure 3, may be
Fig. 3. Stress-particlevelocity curve for typical
obtainedby taking one-half of the free-surface
rock. O, .4, and B are achieveablestates on rock
velocityindicatedat 0'" in eitherof the followYIugoniot; free-surface velocities indicated at 0',
ing cases: (1) stateA mustrepresenta poly0", and 0 "• for rock, at C for driver plate.
morphi½transitionwhichis readilyreversiblein
times comparableto the duration of state A
velocity indicatedby 0' and assumingthat this
(about 0.1 /•sec) (this implies unloadingof
is equal to twice the particle velocity. Thus the
stressin the material along the path BA'O"',
locus of unloading states AO' is assumedto be
which is the approximatemirror image of the
the mirror image of the loading curve OA. This
locus of compressionstates) or (2) state A
approximation is valid if no irreversible strucrepresentsthe ItEL of a nonporoussolid, in
tural changesoccur and if the entropy increase
0

uI

0ø

u•

0"

C

0 'øø

u

which caseunloading occursalong some hypofrom 0 to A is small [Rice et al., 1958]. This
thetical path BA"O'" whichmay differ in detail
seemsto be the case,sincethe shockvelocities
from
the mirror imageof OAB. The path shown
associated with the stress level of either the
in
Figure
3 might be typical of an elastic-plastic
ItEL or the wave correspondingto the lowestsolid,
with
relief of the elasticcompression
BA"
pressuretransition state is often within a few
followedby relaxation of the plastic component
per cent of the adiabatic longitudinal-wave
A"O"'. Fortunately, the value of free-surface
velocity. For this reason the free-surface apvelocitydoesnot appearto dependcritically on
proximation appearsto be valid even for porous
details of the unloadingpath. Particle velocities,
rocksup to and includingthe ITEL.
obtained by using the free-surfaceapproximaVelocitiesimparted to the free surfaceof the
tion in the above situations usually agree with
specimenby the arrival of eachshockfront are
those obtained from an impedance-matchsoluobtained (appendix A) by measuringthe aption (discussed
below).
propriate light-streakcutoff angle 7'For a porous material shockedto state B,
The velocity of the secondshock front corwhere state A now representsthe HEL, the
respondingto state B is approximately
reduction of stresswill proceed along a path
BO" which is characteristicof the compacted
material. The free-surface velocity determined
t•to
at 0" providesuseful data, not available from
Here the interaction of the reflectedwave repre- the Itugoniot, as to the nature of the shocked
sented by state A with the oncomingshock material. An impedance-matchsolution [Rice
(state B) is neglected.In general,assumingno et al., 1958] is usedto obtain the final shock
wave interactions,the shockvelocityof the nth state B for porousmediumswith state A taken

U2= d-[-2(g2-tl)Ul

(7)

front is

as the initial state. State D in the driver plate

required for the impedance-match
solutionis
d q- 2

[;• =

u•_• dt

•:•

t•-

•-'

to

(8)

The interaction of reflectedwaves (rarefactions)
with later shockspropagatingtoward the free
surfaceof the specimenmay be taken into ac-

obtained from the correspondingfree-surface
velocity indicated at point C in Figure 3. The
streak cutoff from the inclined mirror mounted

on the driver plate (Figure 4) determinesthe
driver free-surfacevelocity and servesto 'moni-

tor' the shockprofileimpingingon the specimen
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Fig. 4. Plane-wave inclined mirror assembly,shot 8853; (a) side-view; (b) frontsview, as
seenby streak camera; (c) streak camera record with four and three discretefree-surfacevelocitiesindicated by inclined mirror recordsB and B', respectively.

to assure that

the shock stress remains

at a

constantvalue for a time comparableto that of
the shock transit through the specimen.The
inclined mirror will function in this latter role

only when spallationof the driver plate does
not occur.

The inclined mirror and impedance-match
methodand the plane-wavewedgemethod (next
section) suffer a disadvantagein that the particle velocity obtained correspondsto that in a
plane at either the upper- or lower-specimen
surface, whereas the shock velocity obtained
correspondsto an average of the travel time
throughthe specimen.Althoughthe useof thick
explosivepads and driver plates in the experiments can, in principle, minimize the hydrodynamic attenuation [Courant and Friedrichs,
1948,chapter3] in a nonsteadyideal shock,attenuationresultingfrom dissipativemechanisms,
particularly in porousrocks,must be seriously
examined. For the plane-wave methods shock
velocityis often measuredthroughspecimensof
differentthicknesses,
permittingthe shockvelocity to be correctedto the plane of the particle
velocity determination.
The experimental arrangement (Figures 4a
and 4b) consistsof a plane-waveexplosivelens
and a cyhndrical high-explosivepad which is
placed in contact with a driver assembly.A

planar shock of an amplitude characteristicof
the high-explosivetype [Duvall and Fowles,
1963] and, to a lesserextent, of the explosive
and driver plate thicknessis driven into the
specimen.The cast explosive pad, uniform in
density and free from visible defects, is often
placed in contact with the lapped surfaceof one
or more driver plates (not illustrated by shot
in Figure 4). The I-Iugoniotsof the driver plate
mediums are usually known. The explosivepad
and driver plates.are fiat and parallel to within
0.001 in. The explosivepad, when detonatedby
the plane-wave lens, induces a shock which
emergesfrom the driver plate with a planarity
of typically -4-0.02/•scc across75% of the explosive pad diameter. The explosive systems
used to obtain the present data are summarized
in Table

1.

One or more specimenswith appropriate flat
and inclined mirrors (Figures 4a and 4b) are
cemented to the upper surface of the driver
plate. The lower surfacesof the mirrors (and
specimens,when these are transparent) are
aluminized. The upper surface of the driver
plate supporting the inclined mirror(s) and
specimen(s) is enclosedin a vacuum chamber
and evacuated to •0.001 bar. The assemblyis
illuminated from above through a plate-glass
port by an argon flash bomb. The light reflec-
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TABLE 1. Explosive Driver Systems

Explosive System*
Pad Thicknesses,

Stress,

mm

kb

12.7 Plexiglas
12.7 Aluminum (2024)
12.7 Plexiglas
25.4 Plexiglas
12.7 Aluminum (2024)
12.7 Mild Steel -+- 12.7 Plexiglas
12.7 Brass -+- 12.7 Plexiglas
12.7 Brass -+- 19.0 Plexiglas
12.7 Aluminum (2024)
6.4 Aluminum (2024)
19.0 Aluminum (2024)
12.7 Aluminum (2024)
25.4 Aluminum (2024)
6.4 Aluminum (2024)
12.7 Aluminum (2024)
12.7 Aluminum (2024)

62
127
65
58
121
29
27
22
134
147
138
257
208
326
300
182

3 14
2 95
I 97

16

O. 84

mm

Designation

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

P-405
P-40
P-60
P-60
P-60
P-60
P-60
P-60
P-60 -+- 25.4 Baratol
P-60 -+- 50.8 Baratol
P-60 -+-50.8 Baratol
P-60 -+-25.4 Comp B-3
P-60 + 25.4 Comp B-3
P-60 -+-50.8 Comp B-3
P-60 • 50.8 Comp B-3
P-60 + 12.7 Comp B-3 -+-25.4

17

P-80

Free-Surface

Driver Plates*
Thickness,Material,

Velocity, i
mm/•zsec
2
1
2
2

39
43
46
25

1 37
I 36
1 44
1 O8
1 52
1.64
I 54
2 61
2 21

Baratol

12.7 Brass -+- 25.4 Plexiglas

* As sequentially reached by shock (or detonation) wave.
i Nominal, referred to last driver-plate material listed.

:• Refer to 4-, 6- and 8-inch-diameterplane-waveexplosivelensesmanufacturedby Mason and Hanger,
Amarillo, Texas.

ted by the mirrors is incident on one or more
slits of a streak camera (writing rate of 3.8 mm/
/•secon 35-mm film).
The shockvelocity associatedwith shockstate
A (Figure 4) is obtainedby measuringthe time
delay, t• -- to,betweenlossof reflectivity of the
mirrored surfaceson the upper surface of the
driver plate and the mirrors at the upper specimen surface. When

more than

one shock front

is producedin the specimen,shockfront arrivals
at the upper specimensurface are obtained by
noting the times when an increaseof the impaction

rate of the inclined

mirror

with

the free

of points correspondingto a range of shock
propagationpath lengths.Becausepolishedrock
surfacesgenerallydo not reflectlight specularly
after incidenceof a fairly weak shockfront, the
scheme described below was devised to deter-

mine both shock front arrivals and particle
velocitiesin the obliquegeometry of the planewave wedgeand the two-dimensionalwedge.
Two metal plates (faces parallel to ___0.001
in.), polishedon onesideand chosenfor a shock
impedancegreater and lessthan that expected
in the specimen,are cementedto the upper
specimensurface.The wedgeangle of the specimen is of the order of 10ø. A similarly shaped
metal wedge(usuallyaluminum) with a polished

surface occurs.This is illustrated by the trace
of the inclinedmirror of Figure 4, set initially at
an angle• -- • 2 ø to the free surface; succes- surface is also mounted on the aluminum driver
sive arrivals of four shock fronts are indicated
plate. Small glassmirrors mountedon the driver
at times t -- t•, t2, t3, and t•. The free-surface plate serve to monitor the incident shock plavelocity associatedwith each shock arrival is nartry.
obtained from the angle of the streak cutoff
An argon light sourceconsistingof grid lines
(appendix A).
oriented perpendicularly to the slit direction
Plane-wave wedgemethod. A wedge-shaped illuminates the upper surface of the specimen
specimen (Figure 5), in combinationwith a assembly (Figure 5). The specular reflection
planar explosivelydriven shock (Table 1), is from the mirrored surfaces of the two metal
used to observecontinuouslythe particle veloc- strips and the flat glass mirrors is observed
ity profile of a multiwave shockfront at a series along two slits by a streak camera loaded with
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GRID
ALUMINUM

MIRROR
MAGNESIUM

EXPLOSIVE
ARGON LIGHT
SOURCE

ROCK

MIRROR
SPECIMEN

POLISHED
,ALUMINUM
WEDGE

PLANE-WAVE

EXPLOSIVE

Fig. 5. Streak cameraview of plane-wavewedgeexperiment.

Fig. 6. Streak camera record, plane-wavewedge experiment,Sioux quartzite specimen
(original on Ektachrome); A and A', flat mirrors on driver plate; B and B', streak displacements from shockin aluminum wedge; C and C', elasticwave in aluminum and magnesium
mirrors,respectively;I) and I)', final statein aluminumand magnesium
mirrors,respectively.
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a high-speedcolor film. The grid lines observed are much greater for comparable changesin
shock pressure.The plane-wavewedgemethod
permitsobservationof thesefor a seriesof thicktracesdifferently (a refinementdevisedby D. R.
nessescorrespondingto the position of each
Grine) and further minimize streak interference light streak.
Although the velocity of the nth shockfront
in the resultingdoubleexposure(Figure 6).
The inclined-wedgesurface is adjusted so as in the rock is obtained from the angle of the
to be perpendicularto the axis of the streak streak displacement7•', the rock's particle
camera. As a successionof n possible plane velocity must be inferred from observation of
shockfronts impinge on the wedgesurface,they the correspondingstressversusparticle velocity
with one slit are offset from those of the other
slit. Transmission filters over each slit color the

intersect the inclined surface with an apparent
velocitygivenby

Un,al•1:)
= W/tan•/n'

(9)

state in each of the metal mirrors. The particle
velocities of the metal mirrors are determined

by measuring streak displacementsproduced
upon arrival of eachshockfront. The analysisis

as seenby the streak camera. (See details in ap- describedin appendix]3.
The known Itugoniots of the metal mirrors,
pendix B.) Here W is the streak camerawriting
rate and 7-' the anglewhichthe streakdisplace- usually aluminum and magnesium(Figure 5),
ments make with the normal to the streak direcwhen plotted in the stress-particle velocity
tion. The angle7-' is correctedfor nonorthog- plane (Figure 7), lie on either side of the coronality of slit to streak direction. The velocity respondingspecimencurve (initially unknown).
of the nth shock front in the rock is
The metal mirrors are sufficientlythick so that

Un = Un,•(sin an)/m

(10)

where the wedge angle ,amis decreasedslightly
(by Aa,_•) from incidence of each previous
(n--1)th shock front. The wedge angle a, is
correctedfor planar shocktilt, detectedby observing the degree of nonsimultaneityof the
light cutoff from fiat mirrors such as A and A'
of Figure 6. The tilt correctionapplied to a, is
(assumingrefraction of the shockat the driver
plate-specimeninterface)

time (twice mirror thickness/mirror shockvelocity). Hence each shock front in the rock is
transmitted

into the metal mirror

and is allowed

to interact with the mirror free-surface(imparting a characteristicfree-surfacevelocity) before
the arrival

of interactions

reflected

from

the

rock-metal interface. The free-surface approximation is used to obtain particle velocities correspondingto different statesin the mirrors. In

Figure 7, free-surfacevelocitiesO' and O" de-

m

AO•n
! = Un'• On'

the time interval between the arrival of the
initial and final shock states at the mirror freesurface is less than the mirror reverberation

(11)

termine states B and D on the known • versus

U• is generallyobtainedfrom (10), with a, uncorrected; then an is correctedusing (11), and
U• is recomputed. The correction is usually
small,and further iteration is unnecessary.
The shock velocities in the rock obtained from

the angle of the streak displacementin the
metal mirrors are accurately determined only
when the shockvelocity in the metal mirror remainsnearly constantalongthe sectionobserved
by the slit.
Deviations from shockplanarity (of the order
of -----0.015 /•sec at the upper surface of the
O' 0"'
0 '•
u
driver plate) do not generally permit observation of significantvariations in shockvelocity
Fig. 7. Stress-particle curves for determining
for the differentrock thicknesses
observedalong specimenstate C from states B and D observed
the slit. Variations in particle velocity,however, in metal mirror.
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u curvesfor aluminum and magnesium,respec- described,is advantageousbecauseit yields
tively. States B and D must lie on the locus of Itugoniot data over a stressrange in one experistates achievableby wave reflectionsfrom the ment. It is especiallyusefulat lower stresslevels
unknown state C in the specimen.The locusof that are troublesometo achieve in plane geomwave-reflection states is approximated over a etry with explosivesystems.
A detonationfront
short distanceby line BD. From knowledgeof of constantvelocity D propagatesin an explothe previous state (which is either at zero stress sive slab in contact with a bar-shapedspecimen.
or at A as shown,the latter due to a HEL or This produces within the specimena curved
phase transition) and of the measured shock shock front resulting from shock attenuation.
When the detonationand accompanyingoblique
velocity appropriate to the state C, the line AE
of slopep• (U• -- u•) is constructedon the basis shock front have traveled far enough,a steady
of (2). SubscriptsA and C refer to statesshown shock configurationwill exist in the specimen;
in Figure 7. Since the state in the specimenis i.e., the point of intersectionof the shockwith
known to lie on AE and also along the curve any line 00 • (Figure 8) will travel with the
approximated by line BD, the intersection detonationvelocity. As in the plane-wavewedge
point, C', is assumedto closelyapproximate the method two metal mirrors are cemented on the
desired state C. Point C' will always lie above wedgesurface.These detectboth the intersection
the actual state C, sincea- u curvesare convex velocity U,, ar• and mirror deflection A,• indownward.
ducedby each of the n shocksproducedin the
A check on the determination of state C•, specimen.
providing an upper limit to the true value (beThe analysisrequiredto obtain ttugoniot data
causeof shockattenuation in the specimen),is for the two-dimensionalwedgeis similar to that
available from knowledge of the final shock for the plane-waveexperiment; the main differstate in the driver plate obtained from streak ence is that shockvelocity, in addition to pardeflectionsfrom a wedge of material (usually ticle velocity,can be observedto vary signifialuminum) identical to the driver plate (Fig- cantly along the wedge face. The shock-wave
ures 5 and 6). For a free-surfacevelocity 0 "• velocity at a given distancefrom the explosive
correspondingto a state F in the driver (Fig- is relatedto the detonationvelocityand U•. a,•
ure 7), a state C" is obtained in the specimen
U• = D sin • = an.app
(sina•)/m (12)
from the impedance-matchmethod.
Two-dimensional wedge method. The two- and
dimensionalwedgetechnique [Katz et al., 1959;
A • •n + O•n
(13)
Fowles, 1961a], although more dimcult to perform and analyze than the methods already It followsfrom (12) and (13) that
PIN

SWITCHES

MEASURE

DETONATION
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.•/

%

•/

s..c,...

ALUMINUM.
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'
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'"'

/
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SLIT
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Fig. 8. Experimental assembly,two-dimensionalwedge method.
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cot •

= cot .4 •=

mD

Un.appsin .4

(14)

wherethe (•-) is for •, <• A and the (--) is
for •, •> A. SinceD is known from electronic
pin switch measurementand U,, ap•is observed
in the streak camerafilm, • and henceU• may
be obtained at different positionson the wedge
face. The particle velocitiesu, in the metal mirrors correspondingto shockfronts in the specimen are obtainedfrom displacements
of streaks
correspondingto different positions on the
wedgeface as in the plane-wavewedgemethod
(appendix B).
The rapid variation in shockstateswith distance along the wedge face unfortunately disallows strict correlationbetween adjacent streaks
in the two mirrors that are almost equidistant
from the explosiveslab. The state in the rock
corresponding to each observed state in a
mirror

is obtained from the intersection

of the

line of slope (U• -- u•_•) p•_•drawn from the
previous (n--1)th state (e.g., O'At, Figure 9),
with a line of slope (u•_• -- U,) p•_• (e.g., AA•,
Figure 9) drawn from the state observedin the
mirror. Although this method is necessarilyapproximate,for rockswherewave reflectioncurves
are nearly identical to the mirror images of
shock compressioncurves in the stress-particle
velocity plane, the I-Iugoniotsobtainedfrom the
different metal mirrors are consistent both with
each

other

and

with

those

from

the

other

methods. The present experiencesuggestsfrom
comparison with data obtained using other

//
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methodsthat the aboveapproximationis generally invalid for porousrocks.
Specimen preparation. Rock and mineral
specimens(Table 2) in both plane and oblique
configurations
are sawed (diamond-blade)and
surface-ground
to appropriatesizes.Rectangular specimensare ground to a thicknesstolerance (in the planeof the shock)of _--_
0.005mm
and • 0.025 mm for nonporousand porous
rocks, respectively.Specimensfor both planewave wedgeand inclined-mirrortechniquesare
typically 6 mm thick and 40 mm square.Rock
bars for two-dimensional
wedgeexperimentsare
typically 5 X 12 X 25 cm. Specimeninitial densities are obtained from measurement of dimen-

sionsand mass for specimenswithout obvious

flaws.Otherwise,larger cuboids(approximately
250 cm•) are speciallyfabricatedto determine
initial density.

Initial opticalorientationof calcitespecimens
permits sawing and preliminary lapping. Observation of cut surfaces with a series of Laue

back-reflectionphotographspermitsfinal orientation and lapping of surfaces.These are perpendicularto the x, y, and z directionto within
ñ 1ø. The [1011] specimens
are orientedusing
cleavageplanes.

Rockspecimens
are cut in randomorientation,
except that di•culties in surface preparation
dictatethat sandstone
be cut on a planeparallel
to the beddingplane. Thin sectionsof typical
Arkansasnovaculiteand Spergenlimestonedisplayed no distinct c-axis alignment.Thin sectionsof Yule marblecut from oneof the specimensshowedthat 22% of the calcitec axeslay
in a singlecone of 0.11 steradian.In typical
Coconinosandstone
samples,the quartz c axes
werefoundto be alignedsothat 29% lay within
two cones totaling 0.24 steradian and oriented

approximately30ø from the beddingplane. In
Eureka quartzite, the quartz c axeswere found
to be bimodallydistributedso that 28% of the
grain c axes were oriented in a total cone of 0.23

steradian.We did not attempt to detect anisotropy in other rocks by microscopicexamination.
PARTICLE

VELOCITY,

u

Fig. 9. Graphical solution for unknown tIugoniot points A ' and B ' (separation exaggerated)
using observed mirror states .4 and B and mirror
image approximation of slope (U• -- u•-•)p•-•.

Quartz and quartzites. The Itugoniot for
various cuts of single-crystalquartz has been

obtainedindependentlyby Wackerle [1962]
and Fowles [1961b], and it demonstratesre-

producibilitywithin the accuracyof experiments. The Itugoniots for Arkansas novaculite
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TABLE 2.

AND

SpecimenDescriptions

Mineralogic Composition,
Grain Size, Cement

Material; Source
Arkansas novaculite; Behr-Manning
Co., Troy, New York

GREGSON

N100% quartz grains, random orientation, intensely interlocked, -•0.01 mm

Nominal

Nominal

Density,
g/cm s

Porosity,
%

2.65

diam.

Sioux quartzite; quarry of L. G.
Everist, Inc., Dell Rapids, S. Dak.

•99% quartz grains with overgrowths
0.1 mm diam.; hematite dust; silica

2.64

cement

Eureka quartzite; ConfusionMountain,
near Ely, Nev. [U]

•99%

St. Peter sandstone;Klondike, Mo. [W]

•99%

Massilion sandstone;quarry of Briar
Hill Stone Co., Glenmont, O.

quartz, interlocking grains, minor

2.58

silica cementetlon
2.14

20

94 % quartz, 0.01-0.5 mm diam.; 6 %
feldspar, hematite, and clay

1.99

24

Coconinosandstone;Flagstaff, Ariz.

97% quartz; 3% orthoclase,0.1-0.2 mm
diam.; weak silica cement

1.99

24

Calcite (Iceland Spar), Chihuahua,
Mexico; Scott Williams Mineral Co.,
Scottsdale,Ariz.

Single crystal, colorless,no visible

2.71

Yule marble; GunnisonCity, Colo. [U]

•100% platy calcite grains, 0.2-0.4 mm
diam.; pronouncedc-axis orientation

2.70

Vermont marble; West Rutland, Vt.

N95% calcite,0.05-0.2 mm diam.; 5%

2.69

[w]

quartz, 0.05-0.4 mm diam.

defects

secondary quartz

•96% calcite, 0.005-0.015 mm diam.;
balance clay and quartz

2.58

,--4

Spergenlimestone;quarry of Indiana
LimestoneCo., Bedford, Ind.

•100% calcite, 0.1-0.7 mm diam.; 60%
fossil fragments, calcite matrix

2.38

12

Anorthosite;Aqua Dulce qued., Calif.
NE 1/4 of SW 1/4, S. 14, T4N,

•,-98% andesine,1-8 mm diam.; also
imbeddedapetire, zircon, chlorite,
horneblendeand biotite, 0.01-0.03 mm

2.66

Solenhofenlimestone;Solenhofen,
Bavaria [W]

R14W

diam.

Labradorire; Labrador, Canada [W]

Single crystal, with 1-cm domains,polysynthetic twins -•1 mm apart

2.69

Albite; Ontario, Canada [W]

Single crystal, with parallel 2 cm, minor
misorientation, some Carlsbad twins

2.58

Vacaville basalt; Mr. Vaca qued., Calif., 53% andesine[An45-An53]; 31% augire;
NE 1/4 of S. 23, T7N, R2W [U]
9% magnetite-ilmenite; 5% celadonite
and 2% apetire; grains 0.02-0.2 mm
diam.; Type 2312E, [Johannsen,1939]

2.82

3 (due to
vesicles)

[U] Obtained courtesyof U.S. GeologicalSurvey, Menlo Park, Calif.
[W] Purchasedfrom Wards Natural ScienceEstablishment, Inc., Rochester, N.Y.

and Sioux and Eureka quartzite (Table 3) are
in general agreementwith Wackerle'sdata for
crystal quartz (Figure 10).
For different cuts of quartz, it is not clear
how I-Iugoniotdata are best representedin the
stress-volumeor stress-particle velocity plane

so that they may be comparedwith those for
polycrystalline quartz. Wackerle has calculated
the shock and particle velocitiesin quartz that
are appropriate to hypothetical shock transitions directly from zero stressto shock states
normally achievedonly by meansof a two-wave
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Hugoniot 1)ata, Solid Quartz Rocks

Experimental Arrangement;*
Explosive Driver System;
Driver Free-SurfaceVelocity,
mm/•sec

A & B; 5; 1.188

Shock
Velocity,
mm/•sec

Particle
Velocity,
mm/•sec

5. sst

o. 53

3.12

O.66

SRI
Shot
No.

8238

8270

6.40]'

0.571].

3.87

O. 94

Arkansasnovaculite; 2.642 C; 6.4 mm Comp B-3 in contact
with specimen

6.235
6. 225
6.190
6.129

0.479
0. 449
0. 386
0.135

8300

Arkansasnovaculite; 2.649 C; 6.6 mm EL-506D in contact

5.992

0.204

8275

6.112
6.104
6.096
6.091
6.080
6.20

O.336
0.3O6
0. 282
0.256
0. 234
1. 415

8299

5
5
5
5
5

0
0
0
0
0

249].
206 ].
168].
106].
066].

7468

4 759
4 62O
4 546

0
0
0
0
0

615
787
703

5.616].
5.648].

0.253].
0.319].

5.671].
5.696].

0.222].
0.174].

(4.856)

(0.313)

Arkansas novaculite; 2.65

A; 5

with specimen

Arkansasnovaculite; 2.642 C; 2.5 mm EL-506D in contact
with specimen

Sioux quartzite; 2.64

B;5

Sioux quartzite; 2.640

C; 50.8 mm Comp B-3 in contact with specimen

626].
561].
541].
499].
477].

4 881
4 829

Eureka quartzite; 2.640

C; 6.4 mm Comp B-3 in contact
with specimen

7695

508
342

7998

* Experimental arrangements

A, plane-wave
inclinedmirror1
B, plane-wavewedge
/Representative
data cited,listedin orderof distancefrom explosive.
C, two-dimensional
wedge J
]. Intermediate

(

shock state.

) Questionablevalue.

shock. These hypothetical shock and particle
velocitiesare combinedfor x, y, and z cuts and
are analytically fitted to straight lines in different stressranges.The straight line obtained by

wherefl ----45.07kb and • = 7.839. (This procedure, rather than direct conversion to the
Murnaghan form, is adopted only for conveni-

Wackerle

thermal

for the second-wave

data below 144

kb has been fitted for the present purposeto a
stress-volumecurve of the Murnaghan [1951]
form

a = •[(Vo/V) • -- 1]

(15)

ence.) Comparisonwith Bridgman's [1948] isodilatometric

measurements

is also use-

ful in interpreting shock-wavedata. Bridgman's

data in the Murnaghanform are fi = 42.75 kb
and • -- 8.390. These are shown in Figure 10.
Agreement between the reduced ttugoniot
data of Wackerle, the static data of ]3ridgman,
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for specificvariationsin rock properties,differ-

250

ences in cementation
MURNAGHAN

_____

MURNAGHAN FIT,

--

[WACKERLE,
1962]
200

--

•
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•

SIOUX

0•0

( )

QUARTZITE
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VALUE

2 nd WAVE
Z- CUT

150

-WAVE
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2nd WAVE
X-AND
QUARTZ

I00

--

50--

Ist WAVE
X-AND

0
0.25

Y-CUT

o.$o

o.$5

interlock-

ation of ITEL.

Several attempts were made to prepare specularly reflecting surfaces of polycrystalline
quartz so that the two-dimensionaland planewave wedge method could be applied without
the use of metal mirrors. Although suchsurfaces
were attainable, their reflectivity is unfortunately immediately lost above ItEL stresslevels.
Only states substantially below the ItEL in
quartz rocks are observableby usingbare rock
as the reflectingsurface.
Sandstones. The Hugoniots of Coconino,
Massilion, and St. Peter sandstoneswere obtained up to pressuresof 186, 25, and 25 kb,
respectively.The first two were essentiallyidentical for shocksbelow 25 kb (Figure 11). St.
Peter sandstoneshows a higher shock impedance,probably due to its lower porosity.Longitudinal elastic-wave velocities determined by
conventional

QUA

VOLUME-

and mechanical

ing of grainsmay be the causeof this large vari-

0.40

cm3/g

Fig. 10. Hugoniot, quartz and solid quartz rocks.

and states achieved via a second wave in various

ultrasonic

travel-time

methods at

zero pressureare 3.25 ñ 0.18 mm/•sec, 3.18
ñ 0.22mm/•sec, and 3.33 ñ 0.10 mm/•sec for
Massilion, St. Peter, and Coconinosandstones,
respectively.These correlateto only a fair degree (of the order of ñ15%) with elasticshock
velocities(Table 4).
The two-dimensionalwedgemethod is usedto
obtain shockstatesup to only the I-l-EL. In the

specimensof polycrystalline quartz is noteworthy. However, several unexplained phenomenaremain: (1) The differencesin Itugoniotsfor different crystallographicdirections

case of the two-wave

shock the inclined mirror

Siouxquartzitein the presentstudy (Table 3,
shot7468; seealsoDuvall andFowles[1963]).
(3) The ItEL of polycrystalline
quartzrocks
is observedto rangefrom approximately97 kb

•hockplanartry
of rarefaction
waves
emanating

and plane-wavewedgetechniquesare used.For
thesemethods,the ItEL is computedfrom freesurface velocity measurements,and the final
in quartz immediatelyabovethe ItEL are not state is computedby an impedance-matchsoluadequatelydescribed
by presentmodelsof ma- tion by usingthe HEL as the initial state. The
general indistinctnessand unevennessof the
terial behavior under shock compression. (2)
With shocktravel, there is an apparentdecrease streak camera cutoffs (Figure 12) for porous
of the ItEL stresslevel when driven by a second rock are believedto producesomeof the scatter
shock.This phenomenon,
whichis alsoobserved in the data, particularly at free-surfacevelociin severalothermaterials,is apparentlya relax- ties of lessthan 2 mm/•sec. For someof the
ation of elastic stress. It was inferred to occur streak camera records,where resolutionof the
in single-crystal
quartzby bothWackerle[1962] streak cutoff permitted, a correctionfor shock
and Fowles [1961b] and observeddirectly in attenuation could be applied. The effect on
from the specimenedgeslimited most of the experimentsto specimensbetween 5 and 13 mm
thick and 20 to 50 mm in diameter, using a 6for Arkansas novaculite to 59 kb for Eureka or 8-in.-diameterexplosivelens.For thesedimenquartziteandto 40 kb for Siouxquartzite.Al- sions the size of the rock grains, particularly
thoughtheseparticularrockswerenot chosen when they are as large as 0.5 mm, undoubtedly
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Fig. 11. Hugoniot, sandstone.

affectsthe reproducibilityof free-surfacevelocity measurements.
The HEL's of the three sandstonesstudied,

taking streak camera record quality into account, characteristicallylie between4.1 and 5.1
kb. The free-surfacevelocitiescorrespondingto
rarefaction from final states above the HEL

are

shownin Figure 13; thesewere not usedin calculating the shock states. Although the freesurface velocity data in this range are not entirely self-consistent,they and the Hugoniot
curve imply that above the elastic limit to approximately 25 kb successivelyhigher stress
states are achieved via what is perhaps an irreversible crushing of the sandstoneup to the
quartz density.Figure 13 alsosuggests
that the
compressed
sandstone,in statesbetween50 and
130 kb, rarefiesalong a stress-particlevelocity
curve closeto that which would be expectedif
the material producedby the shockwere solid
quartz. Actually, a correctmodelwouldbe more
complicated,sinceat approximately37 kb the
Hugoniotpointsfor Coconinosandstonelie consistentlyat smaller volumesthan that of either
singleor polycrystallinequartz. The implication
of this behavior in relation to the temperature
achievedduring shockcompression
is considered
below.

To obtain an approximate independent confirmarion of the Itugoniot data gathered from
the above-describedoptical methods, we per-

formed a less refined but perhaps more direct
experiment with flash X-ray equipment. The
data listed under shot 8269 in Table

4 were ob-

tained from the X-ray shadowgraphshown in
Figure 14. As in measurementby the two-dimensional wedgemethod, the detonation velocity D
of a sheet of explosivewas obtained by timing
the closureof pin switches,while the angle of
the shockfront ½was relatedto D and the shock
velocity U by sin ½ = U/D. The particle velocity immediately behind the shock was obtained
form the bending angle, a, of 0.025-mm silver

foils placedbetween6-mm-thick slabsof specimen material.

At the intersection

of a foil with

the shockfront, the particle velociW u was ob-

tained from (U - u)/U:

tan (½ -- a)/tan ½.

Although under certain conditionsa multiwave
shock structure

has been observed in similar

radiographs in different mediums IRerepel,
1963], the shockvisiblein Figure 14 corresponds
to that of the final shock state.

Calculationo• shocktemperature in sandstone.
The temperatures achieved in nonporous rocks
and minerals during shock compressionare
rather moderate. For many nonporoussolidsthe
temperature achieved upon shock compression
and subsequentadiabatic relaxation is approximately calculableby the method describedby
Walsh and Christian [1955]. To date, temperatures reached by shock-wave compressionof
porousrockshavenot beenspecificallydiscussed.
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Hugoniot Data, Porous Quartz Rocks

Experimental Arrangement;*
Explosive Driver System;
Driver Free-Surface Velocity,
mm/tzsec

SpecimenType;
Initial Density,
g/cm a

Shock
Particle
Velocity, Velocity,
mm/tzsec mm/tzsec

SRI
Shot
No.

A; 5; 1.178

2.793

0.875

8151

Coconino sandstone; 1.97

B; 5; (1.50)

3.11

1.09

7862

Coconino sandstone; 1.975

A; 5; (1.54)

3.062

1.128

7861

Coconino sandstone; 1.96

B; 12; 2.56

4.26

1.75

7809

Coconino sandstone;2.00

B; 15; 2.93

(4.29)

1.995

8164

Coconinosandstone;2.031

C; 1.5 mm EL-506D in contact
with specimen

3.0609
3. 007i

0.0859
0. 090i

8269

Coconino sandstone;2.000

D; 5.1 mm EL-506D in contact
with specimen

2. 483
2. 002
1. 601

0. 796
0. 266
0. 066

8262

Coconino sandstone; 1.961

A; 12; 2.568
A; 13; 2.206

4.126
4. 039

1.74
1.53

8974

A; 10; 1.77
A; 11; 1.54

3.285
3.141

1.26
1.11

8975

A; 3; 2.46
A; 4; 2.25

3.321
3.126

1.09
1.02

8989

A; 17; 0.836

2.6221

Coconinosandstone;2.00

Coconino sandstone; 1.961

2.305

Coconino sandstone; 1.961

A; 15

2.853 i

0.0741
0.371

Coconinosandstone;1.961 A; 8; 1.076

4.600

2.7051
2.354

Massilion sandstone;2.039

A; 8; 1.076

A; 8; 1.076

Coconinosandstone;1.961 A; 14; (2.872)

1.98

(0.151)I
0.0861
O.5OO

2.5401

0.0801

2.111

0.508

3.579 i
3.6701

9107
9106

9208

0.475

2.357

2.8571

St. Peter sandstone;2.141

(0.109)
0.3541

3.0271

2. 503

9107

0.371

2.385

2.8611
2. 553

Massilion sandstone;2.039

(0.1561)

9215

(0.1201)
0. 472

(0.142 i)
(0.0581)

2. 980

0.42

4. 633

2.041

9209

9342

* Experimental arrangements
A, plane-waveinclinedmirror

B, plane-wave
wedge

)

C, two-dimensional
wedge/Representative
stateslistedin orderof distance
fromexplosive.
D, two-dimensional X ray•
i Hugoniot elastic limit.
( ) Less reliable value.
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Fig. 12. Streak camera record of inclined mirror cutoff, Coconino sandstone,shot 9107; first
wave (4.1 kb) arrives at t•, producingcutoff •,1'; secondwave (18 kb) arrives at t•, producing
cutoff •.'.
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Fig. 14. Flash X-ray shadowgraph,oblique shock in slabs of Coconino sandstone.

Calculationsof temperaturesin porous metals
are discussed
by Ko.rmer et al. [1960].
The difference in internal energy per unit
massfor shockcompression
of a porousrock to
state V, •r (Figure 15) is given by (3). The difficulty in calculatingthe temperatureachieved
by a shock transition lies in determining how
E• -- Eo is partitioned into compressionalen-

compression.This is justified becausethe elastic
shockfront in both poroussandstonesand limestones travels with a velocity approximately
equal to the adiabatic longitudinal-wavevelocity. In this regime, therefore, the Hugoniot is
assumed to lie close to the adiabat. The adiabatic

temperature increaseis calculated from

T, lz = To exp [Fo(Vo-- V)/Vo]

ergy, E•, and thermal energy,E,. Thus

/•--

E 1 -- E0 --- E t + E k

(16)

Appropriate latent heats of transformation can

(17)

For severalnonporoussolids,I'/V is thoughtto
be nearly constant; therefore,the use of (17)
seemsjustified even for porous mediums be-

be included in E,. It is convenient to calculate

causeof the small variation in a and V in regime

shock temperatures separately for each of the
four regimesof the EIugoniot curve of Figure

I. For Coconinosandstone,for example, the

15.

The elastic regime,or regime I, extendsfrom
¾o,•o -- 0 to Ve, •e. For a shockin which the
highest stressobtained is below •, the temperature is simply estimatedby assumingadiabatic

b

temperature increaseachieved upon shockcompressionto the HEL from (17) is approximately
15øC. This temperatureincreasecan be neglected when comparedwith the much greater temperature changes'
resultingfrom strongershocks.
The secondregime may be defined as consisting of compressedstates lying betweenvolumes
V• and V•. In this region shockcompression
is
consideredas consistingprimarily of crushingof
porous sandstone to the volume of uncompressed single-crystM quartz. The inherent irreversibility of such a processsuggeststhat
much of the shockenergy will go to thermal energy-the assumption is made that recoverable
mechanical energy and contributions to Et from
quartz-grain surfaceenergy are negligible.Some
implications of these assumptionsare to be discussed.Shock energy is then written as

SOLID
MATERIAL-OøK

I- I'•

•.-POROUS
ROCK
Tf

(%,

Vq
VOLUME

(Vo,O-o)
•V

Fig. 15. Hypothetical I-Iugoniot for porous
quartz rock indicating different regimes considered in temperature calculations.

El,, - E, -' o-'(Vo -

'I/')/2

(18)

For regimeII, in the caseof silicateminerals,
the I)ebye temperature is higher than the shock
temperature; therefore, a constant value of
specificheat--such as 6 cal/mole deg, the I)u-
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long-Petit value--is inappropriate for calculating T• from Et. In quartz, typical of common
silicates,Cv varies by a factor of 1.6 between
room temperature and 800øK [Kelley, 1949].
Note that, as in calculation of shock temperature in porous metals, the specificheat of the
porousrock or mineral is given in terms of mass

•1•

[Birch, 1952, p. 257] to the squareroot of the

kb, • = 8.390, and Vois associated
with V•. The
compressionalshock energy is given by

= ( Vo -

v)•/•
=

c•(•) •

+ •

(•)

o

The low value of thermal expansioncoefficient
for nonmetallic materials such as silicatesand,
in particular, quartz suggeststhat the 0øK isoand is assumed to be the same as that of the
therm can be approximated by an isothermal
solid material--consistent with the assumptions compressioncurve like the one determined statiused in obtaining (18). Pressureaffectsspecific cally at room temperature by Bridgman. Thus
heat (at constantpressure)along an adiabat by the 0øK isothermis approximatelygiven by the
an amount which is approximately proportional Murnaghanequation15, whereagainf• = 42.75
density ratio of uncompressedand compressed
solid material. In the following,specificheat is
assumedto be independent of stress since the
maximum compressionof solid quartz in regimes
II and III is about 9%, corresponding
to only a
3% decreasein specificheat. Thus in regimesII
and III the specificheat is assumedto be only a
function of the temperature achieved in shock
compression.
Kelley's measurementsprovide Cp as a function of temperature,from which Cv is calculable
(although the differencefor the present purpose
is negligible). Often C• or Cp is expressedas a
function of temperature in the form

Cv -- a-Jr-bT -- c/T 2

• •

- [• • v]0ø•
q

which upon substitutionof (15) and integration
becomes

ß

•_ •

+ v/v•-•

(•4)

Therefore, the temperature of poroussandstone
at final statesof compression
in regimeIII may
be implicitly written as

(19)

where a, b, and c are experimentallydetermined

0 = T•a-•- T•• -- • (r

2

constants.

Then

For states in regime II the temperature may
implicitly be expressedas

- Vqfl[
(V•/V)•-•-I
•_•
+ •/•-• ]
+ ayo+•b
To
•+ •c}• + •c/a (•)

where (24) and (19) are substitutedinto (22).
The fact that the volumesachievedby shocked
sandstoneare lessthan thoseachievedby quartz
upon isothermal compressionmust be considered in calculatingthe temperature for regime
IV. At a given state in regime IV it is assumed
(see Discussion,below) that the shockedmaterial containsa mixture of quartz and stishovite
where (18) and (19) were substitutedinto (20). which has a specificvolumegiven by V = qVo
Equation 21, a cubic equation,may be solved + (•--q) V•.
In terms of volume, q is written as
for T•, the temperatureachievedin a shockcompressionto volumesin the range V• _• V _• V•.'
q = (•-•)/(•
-- •)
(•6)
In regime IIIa partition of shock energy is
assumed.The total internal energy change due For purposesof computation, Vs and Vo are

0 = Th
3-+- Th2
-- • •

2

-JraTo-Jr•-- -Jr•oo
elT•-+-

to the shock is

(21)

taken to be specificvolumesalong an assumed
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0øK isotherm. Since V is actually the volume

quartz-stishovitetransition, derived from the
alongthe I-Iugoniot,the q obtainedfrom (26) Clapeyronequation,is approximately
is slightly in error. The compressional
shock
energy,now a functionof the specificvolumes Th -- T h '
of both Si02 phases,is

E• = qEff + (1--

,,0
(1--q)(Vo
--Vs)Th'
(dP)

q)E,*

For quartz, E• q is obtainedfrom (24).
Using Wackerle's [1962] quartz and fused
data, McQueenet al. [1963] calculateda hypothetical stishovite Hugoniot appropriate for
achievementof shock states from zero-pressure
material. Although further refinement is possible, for the presentpurposesthis Hugoniotis
assumedto approximate the stishovite 0øK

where(dP/dT)q_,-- 17.7 X 10ødynes/em
2 deg
is the slope(assumed
constant)of the quartzstishovitephase line; this value is estimated
from thermodynamicdata in the next section.
The shock temperatures in Coeoninosandstone(Table 5, Figure16) are calculated
using

(21) for bothregimes
I andII, (25) for regime
III, and (30) and (31) for regimeIV. The sud-

isotherm and is analytically expressedin terms
of shockand particle velocity as

den decrease
in temperature
betweenregimes
III and IV is artificiallyintroducedby the
assumptionof the Dulong-Petitspecificheat

S1 = CO+ Su1

value in the latter regime.Someof the errors
whicharisein the abovetemperatureestimate

(27)

where Co is 1.0 X 106 em/see and S is 1.0. Com-

Table 5 temperaturescan be considered
mini-

bining (27) with (1) and (2) yields

=

+ Co

-

are now considered.

malforthefollowing
reasons'
(1) It isimplicitly
assumed
in all regimes
that thermalequilibrium

Vo,

behind
theshock
is achieved;
i.e.,shock-energy
(28) densityis evenlydistributedwithin the shocked
material.It is conceivable
that, in an aggregate
Upon substitutionand integration,(23) yields
of shocked
quartzgrains,morethermalenergy
- a(ro -

= Co"

-

v,)]

-

q- [1 -- S(1 -- Vs/Vos)]-• -- 1}/S •

shouldbe concentrated
at grainboundaries
than
withingrains,therebyproducing
highlocaltem(29) peratures.The relaxationtime requiredfor
thermalequilibrium
shoulddependon grain

where •o = 0.

The choiceof specificheat value for the re-

sizeand thermalpropertiesof the shockedma-

terial.(2) The specific
heatassumed
in regime

mixture,12.3X 10ø
gime IV temperaturecalculationsis unfortu- IV for the quartz-stishovite
nately somewhatarbitrary. From consideration ergs/gdeg beinga maximum,and excluding
of the quartz specificheat, which is at almost
the Dulong-Petit value of 12.3 X 106ergs/gdeg
in the vicinity of 800øK, this value is adopted
as a constant value for the quartz-stishovite
mixture. The shocktemperature, T•' in regime

possible
electronic
or anharmonie
contributions,
maybe slightlytoohigh,resulting
in temperatureswhicharetoolow. (3) At presentit is not

dear whetherthe surfaceenergyof a porous

rockwill increase
or decrease
duringshockcompression.
However,
the
large
volume decrease
IV, if the latent heat of phasetransformation

is neglected,is

duringshockingsuggests
that the initial surface

energyis released.
For spherical
particles,fz:

3r/rp•.For quartz,r is of theorderof 10• ergs/
cm• [BraceandWalsh,1962].Henceparticles
of
if the
z (3o) the orderof 10-• cmin radiusarerequired
surfaceenergies
are to be comparable
with the
where the three terms on the right are obtained shockenergies
of Table5. (4) The pressure
efby using (3), (24), and (29), respectively.The fectonthe specific
heatof quartz,asmentioned
(Th' -- To)C•I•v

small additional temperature increaseresulting
from the heat of the hypothetical (exothermic)

above,resultsin a slight underestimate
in regimesII and III. The zero-pressure
valueused

SHOCK

COMPRESSION

may be 3% too high at the highestshockstress.
The followingoverestimates
of the shocktemperature are recognized.
1. What appearsto be the irreversiblenature of shockcompression
to statesin regimeII
suggests
that most of the shockenergyshould
go into heat. However,from the Mie-Griineisen
equation (seee.g. Rice et al. [1958]) it is possibleto predict the thermal pressureachieved
by quartz remainingat its normaluncompressed
volumeupon addition of an amount of internal
energy which correspondsto the maximum
shockenergyin regimeII. From Table 5 the
thermal energy for quartz at this point is
E, -- 1.458 X 10ø ergs/g; while in terms of
the Mie-Gr'fineisenequation the initial energy
and pressureare zero. The thermal pressureis
P, -- I•Et/Vo. For I • -- 0.653, Pt -- 2.53 kb
(far lessthan the 22.0 kb, or even the HEL
stresssubtractedfrom this value), whichis ob-
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Fig. 16. Calculated temperature achieved along
Hugoniot, Coconino sandstone, relation to St02

pressedquartz.It may be concluded
that either

phase diagram.

TABLE 5. Shock Temperatures, CoconinoSandstone
Shock

Regime
II

Stress,

Shock Energy

kb

E, ergs/g X 10-9

2 5

IV

0.0244
0.0959
0.138

30
40
46

268
477

0.268
0.477

64
90

721

0.721
1.046
1.458

117
153
195

0
0
0
5
5
0

1 046
I 458

0
23 5
25 4
28 0
3O 0
32 .0
34 3
36 8

ß458
ß639
.835
ß093

7
9
12
15
19
22
III

0244
0959
138

0
0
0
0
0
0

6 5

22

36
42
52
64

73
89
104
113
149
190

.287
ß472
.701
.935
2 935
3 465
4 567
5 744
6 748
8 589
10 424
11 747

16 071
21

Temperature
Th, øC
E•,, ergs/g X 10-9

Thermal Energy

328

458

629
775
953
077
202
041
515
2.515
2.948
3. 828
4 747
5 517
7.002
8 472
9 585
12 987
17 264

195
212

229
245
259

271
292
302
229

265
337
411

476
598
720
815
1096
1452
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the thermal pressureis as low as indicated by
the Mie-Griineisenequationfor quartz and the
higher observedshockpressureis producedby
rigidity of sandstoneabove the ITEL, producing
a temperature overestimatein regime II, or the
shockedmaterial has thermodynamicproperties
correspondingto a larger effective value of
(dP/dT)• than single-crystalquartz. In these
calculationsthe latter has been implicitly as-

material may be within the stability range of
coesite,near 37 kb (Figure 16). The high-pressure states attained in regimoIV suggesteventual entrance into the pressure-temperature
range for stishovite stability. Thus an alternative interpretation of the data points is the revised Ilugoniot indicated by the dashedcurve
of Figure 11. This hypothetical configuration
implies compressionof sandstoneto essentially
sumed.
quartz equilibriumstatesup to 67 kb, at which
2. The specificvolumesachievedin regime stressa transition to coesiteor possiblystishoIV are observed to be consistently less than vite is indicated. The estimated shock temperathose of quartz and are assumedto result from tures are insensitive to minor deviations of the
coexistenceof stishovite and quartz. This sup- Ilugoniot.
position is consideredin the next section.If, as
Continuingwith the original (solid) Ilugoniot
suggestedby the phase diagram, some or even curve, an incrementaltemperatureincreasedue
all of the high-pressurephase consistsof lower- to latent heat of transformation was taken into
density coesitebelow 85 kb, the compressional account in the precedingsection by assuming
energy could be underestimated, resulting in partial conversionto stishovite above 37 kb.
temperature overestimates.

The latent heat is estimated from the slope of

3. The possiblepresenceof significantshearstressenergyin the shockedmaterial is generally

a hypothetical quartz-stishovitephase equilibrium line, this being approximately ealeulable
from standard entropiesand volumesof quartz,
coesite, and stishovite. Siishov [1963] estimated the standard entropy of stishovite as
6.28 eal/deg mole on the basis of the entropydensity correlation of the isostruetural series
GeO•-SnO•-PbO•.A phase-lineslopefor quartzstishovite of 17.7 X 105 dynes/cm•' deg is obtained by using 10.00 cal/deg mole for the
standard quartz entropy and a molar volume
of 13.81 em' for stishoviteand by assumingthat
AY/AS is constantalongthe phaseline and independentof pressureat 298øK. The free-energy changeat 25øC and zero pressurefor the
quartz-stishovitereactionis obtainedfrom

not taken

into account in the consideration

of

shock energy partition for shock temperature
calculations.The assumptionof essentiallyfluid
behavior for shocks above the ItEL

in materials

containingquartz may not be completelyvalid
in view of the significantanisotropy observed
for Ilugoniot states achievedby high-intensity
shocks.

Discussion,Shock-wavecompressiono)• sandstone. The smooth curve representationof the
Coconino sandstone Ilugoniot in Figure 11
(solidline) is particularly interestingfor stresses
above37 kb. Normally the Ilugoniot of a porous
material would be expectedto lie toward greater
volume

states than

that

of either

the isotherm

or Ilugoniot of the solid material; this is so
because of the entropy gained in the shock
transition. In contrast,the volumesin the shock
state achieved by Coconino sandstoneare significantly less than those achieved at the same
stress in static isothermal compressionor by
shockinginitially solid quartz. Furthermore,the
deviation of the sandstoneIlugoniot from the
static quartz compressioncurve above 37 kb is
in the senseoppositeto that producedby nonzero rigidity in the shockedmaterial.
The loci of temperature-pressurestateswhich
are estimated in the precedingsection for regimes II and II suggestthat, for at least the
solid-line Ilugoniot of Figure 11, the shocked

= AH%..os
-- T AS o2.08
AFø2.o8

= 11.0 X 100 ergs/g
where AHo 298and ASo•8 are computed, respectively, from the standard enthalpies and entropics tabulated by Stishov [1963]. The pressure P, at the standardtemperature (298øK),

required for the changeof free energy to be
zero for the reaction quartz-stishovite, is implicitly given by

= -

(

- vo)

(32)

where V• and Vo, as in the previoussection,depend on pressure.Since the standard enthalpy
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Hugoniot Data, Calcite

Explosive
Driver

Assembly;*
Orientation

Axis

Miller
Index

First Shock State

Second Shock State

Third

Shock State

Final

Shock State

Free-

Surface

Particle

Shock

Particle

Shock

Particle

Shock

Particle

Shock

SRI

Velocity,
mm/•sec

Velocity,
mm/•sec

Velocity,
mm/•ec

Velocity,
mm/•sec

Velocity,
mm/•sec

Velocity,
mm/•sec

Velocity,
mm/•sec

Velocity,
mm/•sec

Velocity,
mm/•sec

Shot
No.

Clear. [10¾1] 1; 2.175

0.097

7.068

0.333

(5.016)

0.625

4.639

8461

6; 1.174

(0.081)

(7.134)

(0.134)

(5.040)

(0.195)

(3.864)

8505

0.269

3.952

0.7312

4.652

(1.044)

(4.724)

1.152

0.114

2

z

[0001]

7.134

846O

6.955

2; 1.482

(0.206)

5.385

(0.853)

(4.965)

o. 139
o. 119

5.563
5.752

o. 789

4.822

1.4o0

2; 1.409
1; 2.392
2.399

6; 1.408
1.442

0.129

5.451

0.236

4.146

0.348

o. 123

5.407

0.221

4.222

0.350

o. 103

5.758

(0.132)
0.120
o. 125
0.109

(7.398)
6.955
6.788
6.886

3.662
3.591

15

5; 1.495

x

y

[1210]

2
2;
1;
6;
15;
6;

[10¾0] 2; 1.462
1;
6;
15;
7;
2;

(

1.478
2.499
1.377
3.319
1.282

2.555
1.241
3.261
1.438
1.538

(0.346)
0.681
0.228

(5.240)
4.740
4.441

8506

0.865

4.051

8740

0.586
0.900

(5.128)
(5.128)

8852

0.405

3.184

8853

1.514

5.981

8866

0.837

4.807

8943

(0.665)

(4.422)

8588

0.770

4.001

8715

0.682

4.699

8741

0.343

3.573

8838

1.395

6.493

8867

0.105

6.852

0.217

4.227

0.307

3.605

8945

o. 145

7.122

o. 554

4.765

0.748

4.390

8737

o. 141
0.135

7.082
6.955

0.687

4.582

8749

0.222

4.290

0.318

3.685

8839

1.473

6.206

8868

(0.331)

(2.860)

8933

0.749

4.336

8944

o. 118
0.110

6.637
7.044

(0.185)
0.614

(4.327)
4.788

(0.285)

(3.331)

) Date are less reliable.

* Plane-wave inclined-mirror techniques.

of stishovite is calculatedusing only zero-pres- plane-wave inclined-mirror experiments were
sure volumes,the changeof free energyin (32),
performed on single-crystal calcite specimens
to the samedegreeof approximation,is rewrit- orientedso that the plane of the shockwas perten as AF%8 -- (¾q -- ¾os)P,yielding 74.9 kb pendicular to the Miller index direction [1210]
for P. The approximatephaseline, for this pres(the x axis),to [1010]._(the
y axis),to [0001]
sure value and the calculatedslope,is shownin
(the z axis), and to [1011] (the directionof the
Figure 16.
rhombohedral cleavage) (Table 6). Hugoniots
The difference in internal energy between for these orientations demonstrate the existence
quartz and stishoviteunder standard conditions of what appearsto be a complexseriesof tranis
sitions resulting in multiwave shock fronts in
various stressranges.The apparent transitions
AEø29= T AS%9-]- AFø•.gs
are indicated by cuspson the Hugoniot curve
(Figure 17). Thesecusps,althoughnot observed
= 10.2 )< 109ergs/g in detail in a seriesof experiments,are inferred
which, although comparablein magnitude,dif- from the instability equation (6).
The existence of more than one wave in the
ferssignificantlyfrom the McQueenet al. [1963]
value of 15.0 X 10• ergs/g. The disagreement shock front (as describedby (6)) is demonarises principally becauseof the 144-kb value strated for z-cut calcite by the inset in Figure
assumedby McQueen et al. (using Wackerle's 17 and Table 7. This is shown as follows' for
[1962] data) for the quartz-stishovitetransition. shocksbetween0 and 18.5 kb (the value of the
Calciumcarbonaterocks,calcite. A seriesof first instability), a singleshockfront exists; for
_

•
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Fig. 17. Hugoniot, calcite.
shocks for which the final state is between 18.5

and 30 kb (the value of the secondinstability),
two shocksare present; for a final shockstate
that is between 30 kb and 42 kb (the third instability), three shockfronts are present; and
in the stressrange of 42 to 50.5 kb, four shock
fronts are observed.(The streak recordof Figure 4, in which the final state was 46 kb, shows
four discreteshockfronts in only one (mirror B)
of the inclined-mirror traces; this mirror has
the greater inclination (about 2 ø) to the free
surface of the specimen,resulting in a longer
recordingtime). As the final state exceeds50.5

kb by an increasinglygreater amount there occurs a triple shock, a double shock,and finally
a singleshock,the latter being stableaboveapproximately 248 kb.
The shock front from the first instability
(Figure 17) is interpreted as arising from the
HEL with amplitude varying from 18.5 to 23.7
kb in different orientations (Table 8). Firstwave shock velocities are in disagreementwith
longitudinal elastic-wave velocities by up to
5.5% (in the y direction, (Table 8); the latter
have been accurately determined by Peselnick
and Robie [1963]. This disagreementis disturb-

SHOCK
TABLE

7.

COMPRESSION

OF CRUSTAL

Calcite

Range,

Region*

kb

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

more additional

0
18
3O
42
5O
7O
105
140
> 248

-185
5- 30.0
0-420
0-505
5-705
5-105
5
5-140
-248

b•tween

Shock States,

Fronts

1
2

18.5

3
4
3

18.5, 30.0
18.5, 30.0, 42.0
18.5, 3o.o

2

18.5

18.5, 105.5

2

18.5

are calculated

waves reflected at the free surface of

the specimen and those following within the
specimen.States which presumably correspond
to the onset of a polymorphic transition are
reproducedin different experiments; these in-

kb

3

shock transitions

as outlined by (8). No interaction is assumed

Intermediate

No. of
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parent ItEL and also those achieved via one or

Shock Stability Regions in z-Cut

Final Shock
State

ROCKS

clude ones in which both final shock state and

1

* See inset, Figure 17.

ing becauseit is not easily attributed to scatter
in the shockdata (Table 6), and, in addition,

effectivemodulifor longitudinal-wave
propagation should, for the normal, concaveupward
YIugoniot,increasewith stressamplitude,which
is contrary to the observeddeviation. It is possible that for the propagationin the x and y
directionsthe elastic waveswith velocitiesequal
to that of the ultrasonic measurement had such

small amplitudes that they were not recorded.
The existenceof an elastic-shockvelocity lower
than the infinitesimalvelocity may alsooccurif
the YIugoniotin the region of the HEL is convex upward. The effect on shock propagation
by such a region of anomalouscompressibility
is discussedby Duvall [1961].
Shock states for calcite lying above the ap-

number of fronts present are varied. This behavior suggeststhat points of instability do indeed representthe onsetof compression-induced
polymorphic phase transitions. Another test of
the data is to compare final shock states obtained by successive
calculation,using (8) and
the observedfree-surfacevelocity profile, with
the final statesobtainedin the shock-stress
particle-velocity plane from the impedance-match
solution. An example of such a comparisonis
indicatedin Figure 18 for the complexrecordof
shot 8853; the closeagreementof the two values for the final state suggeststhe validity of
the calculation based on the assumptionof no
wave interaction. It should be emphasizedin
the case of phase transitions that use of the
free-surfacevelocity approximationimplies that
the high-pressurephases transform reversibly
along an unloading path which is close to the
mirror image of the compressioncurve, as indicated by BA•O•'• in Figure 3.
As an alternative to assumingthe approximate validity of (8), a free-surface velocity
profile of almost arbitrary complexity may be
obtained by assuminginteractions of the first

TABLE 8. Stressesand Shock Velocity Associatedwith Calcite Elastic Limit
StressPerpendicular

Direction
Shock

Propagation Hugoniot

Principal

Mean

Direction

Stresses

at HEL,*

at HEL,*I

kb

kb

First Wave
(HEL)
Shock
Velocity,
mm//zsec

Average
Value
Ultrasonic
Velocity,*
mm//zsec

7.2994-0.014

Elastic

Axis Miller

Index

to

ShockTravel

y

z

x•

y•

z•

Stress
(Hydrostatic)
at HEL,
kb

21.2

5.2

11.1

12.5

6.9044-0.098

2.6 25.5

6.5

11.5

6.9684- 0.190 7.3464- 0.015

14.2

5.553 4- 0.168

Limit,

kb

x

x

[•2T0] 21.5 4- 1.6

--

8.4

7.8

y

[10T0] 23.7 4- 3.4

9.4

--

8.8

z

[0001]

12.0

--

18.5 4- 1.8

12.0

12.0

12.0

cleav. [10T1] 18.8 4- 3.3

18.5

5.535 4- 0.010

7.052 4- 0.030 7.237':• 0.014

* From elastic velocities [Peselnickand Robie, 1963].

i For shocksin x and y directions;principalstresses
lie alongrotated axesx', y', and z' [chapter4, Cady
1946].
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third wave is assumedto bring the material to
its final state. Two waves may then be con-

I
FINAL

STATE

FREE-

SURFACEVEI'•ClTY

MATCH
3RD

sidered to interact with each other and the

STATELIMPEDANCESOLUTI

ON

comingshock.Although a complexfree-surface
velocity profile m•y in principle be described
in terms of sucha model,it is difficultto demonstrate the model's uniqueness.
If in fact the observedchangesin free-surface velocity above the HEL correspondto
phase changes,the relative certaintiesof their
existence may be critically considered.Clear
evidence exists, in all orientations studied, of
the existenceof phasetransitionsat 30 to 32 kb
and 95 kb, these being the secondand fourth
instability (Figure 17). These were observedin
eight and four different experiments,respectively. Evidenceis lesscertain for a phasetransition at the third instability; two reliable determinations for z-cut calcite are available, and
three other experimentssuggestits presenceat

STATE

4O
PLEXIGLAS
-SHOCK
REFLECTION
CURVE

2ND

GREGSON

STATE

3O

PLEXIGLAS,

SHOCK
STATES'--•

HUGON lOT ELASTIC
LIMIT

about 45 kb.

o

o

0.2

0.4

PARTICLE VELOCITY--

0.6

mm/F•sec

The differencesindicatedby the Hugoniot for
calcite above 200 kb for the differently oriented
specimens(Figure 17) are not consideredwell
o.e

Fig. 18. Comparison of final state calculated by
free-surface and impedance-match methods, z-cut
calcite, shot 8853.

shockwith one or more succeeding
shockfronts.
One such simple model can be constructedby
assumingthat only an elasticwave and a second
shock exist and that, upon reflection of the
elastic wave at the free surface, the reflected
rarefaction wave traveling at the elastic-wave
velocity of the ItEL impingeson the oncoming
second shock. The amplitude of the second
shock is thereby reduced (either to below the
ITEL, resultingin an elastic wave, or to above
the ITEL, resulting in an elastic wave corresponding to the ItEL followed by a second
wave) and the processis repeated. The consequencesof this model were examined in detail
for severalof the experimentswith calcitewhere
complex free-surfacevelocity profries were observed. This model was found to be untenable

with respectto both arrival times and amplitudes of successive shock fronts.

In

another

possiblemodel a wave representingthe HEL
is assumedto be followed by a second shock

due to a polymorphicphase transition, and a

established.

Marble and limestone. Hugoniot data are
obtained for polycrystalline calcium carbonate
in the form of Yule and Vermont marbles (nonporous) and Solenhofenand Spergenlimestone
(porous). Hugoniots for marble are generally
similar to that for calcite (Figure 19, Table 9).
The HEL, varying from 10 to 15 kb, is followed
by three apparent transitionslying at approximately 22, 40, and 95 kb. These transition states
are not resolvedin experimentswith the twodimensionalwedge, although in several cases
complex shock-waveprofiles are observed.The
amplitude of the HEL of both z-cut calcite and
Vermont marble is observed to decrease with
shock travel. This so-called stress-relaxation

phenomenonis also observedin quartz rocks.
The apparent transition at 30 kb noted in the
calcite experimentsis not observedin the marble experiments.
The Hugoniots for porous limestoneshave

HEL's which appear to decreasesignificantly
with increasinginitial porosity. Solenhofenand
Spergenlimestoneswith effectiveporositiesof
approximately4 and 12%, respectively,have
HEL's of approximately 10 and 5 kb. It is interesting that actual pores of SoIenhofenlimestoneamountto lessthan 1%. Minor impurities
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Fig. 19. I-Iugoniot, calcite rocks.

of lower densityapparently affect the I-Iugoniot
only at low stresslevels,the I-Iugoniottending
toward that of the solidmaterial at higher shock
stressesin contrastto porousquartz rocks.
Multiple shock fronts observed above the
HEL in calcite are not observed in porous car-

bonares.The presenceof transitionsmust be inferred from the changesin slope of the I-Iugoniot. These are obtainable from the final states

achieved by the shock compression,since the
stability condition (6) is not violated.
Streak

cutoff

traces

from

inclined

mirrors

mounted on the free surfaces of porous limestone and of marble often appeared rounded
rather than sharp and angular (this is observed
to a lesser extent in the porous sandstones).

The regionsmarked I and 2 on the rounded
streak cutoff of Figure 20 are thought to represent stable shock states in Solenhofen limestone.

State I corresponds
to the HEL. The curvature
between i •nd 2, approximately 0.3 •sec in
duration, may representthe compression
risetime as the limestone transforms

from state 1

to state 2. An alternative interpretation of the
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Itugoniot Data, Calcite Rocks
Intermediate
Shock
States

Specimen;
Initial Density,
g/cm a
Yule marble;
2.697

Vermont marble;

Experimental Arrangement;*
Explosive Driver System;
Particle
Free-SurfaceVelocity,
Velocity,
mm/•sec
mm/•sec
A;
A;
B;
B;
B;

5
5
12; (2.89)
12
15; (2.870)

(0.396)
(0.103)

A; 6; 1.379

2.687

A; 6; 1.424
Solenhofen

lime-

stone; 2.581
Spergen limestone; 2.327

Shock
Velocity,
mm/•sec
(4.63)
(5.73)

0.086

5.262

0.165

4.3OO

0.123

4.718

0.352

3.73

A; 6; 1.363
A; 5; 1.572

0.073
0.820

5.330
4.572

A; 6; 1.323
A; 5; 1.572
A; 5; 1.161
]3; 5; 1.51
]3; 5; 1.54
A; 5;
A; 5; 1.51
A; 12;
]3; 15; 2.94

0.046

3.888

Final Shock State

Particle
Velocity,
mm/•ec

Shock
Velocity,
mm/•ec

SRI
Shot
No.

(0.782)
(1.024)
(1.17)
(1.12)

(3.537)
(4.478)
(5.52)
(5.83)

8251
8280
7785
7786

1.59

5.91

8317

0.378

3.791

0.443

3.284

0.441

3.094
3.666

9068
9066

9257

(1.238)
0
1
0
0
1
1

481
025
789
965
01
020
0 965
1 62
1 790

2.634

9067

(4.00)

9066

3.38
3.94
3.797
4.11
3.94
5.21
5.23

8150
8075
8081
8271
8079
8080
8155

* A, plane-wave inclined-mirror method.
B, plane-wave wedge method.
( ) Less reliable data.
finite rise-time is that it results from downward

imply that, at least below 100 kb, the observed

concavity of the Itugoniot (as is also suggested
for calcite); this gives rise to nonsteadydispersive elastic shock.To calculate state 2, we
computed a series of intermediate nonequilibrium states correspondingto the curved portion
of the trace by approximatingthe curve with a
series of line segments.These states do not,
however, lie along the Itugoniot, but rather
alongthe Rayleigh line [Band, 1960, p. 698], as
indicatedin Figure 19. The resultingfinal state
comparesfavorably with that obtainedby using
an impedance-matchsolution (Figure 21).
Discussion,Calcite and calcite rocks. Detec-

transitions

are related to the formation

of the

metastableCaCO•polymorphs[Jamieson,1957]
rather than to the formation of aragonite,the
form stableabove4 kb. Isothermal compression

data indicating two or (more probably) three
mctastablcpolymorphsoccurringbelow 25 kb
have been reportedby Adadurovet al. [1961]
and Bridgman [1939]. The isothermalcompression curve displaying transitions to the mctastable states is included in Figures 17 and 19.
Whether aragonite,with a zero-pressure
specific
volume of 0.34 cmS/g,is ultimately achievedat
very high shockstressesis uncertain.
tion of what may be three, or possiblyfour,
Equivalent hydrostaticpressuremay be caltransitions along the Itugoniot for calcite below culatedin the relatively short shock-stress
range
100 kb is somewhatunexpected,although the corresponding
to elasticbehavior by assuming
isothermal compressioncurve of calcite (or the validity of infinitesimalelasticconstants.The
marble) is known to be complex.Specificvol- elastic constantsfor calcite obtainedby Peselumes and estimated temperatures achieved in nick and Robie [1963] are usedto calculatethe
the compression
of calcite,marble,and limestone principal stressescorrespondingto the shock-
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Fig. 20. Inclined-mirror cutoff, Solenhofenlimestone, shot 9068. State 1 is at 10-kb elastic
limit, state 2 is at 42 kb, 'yd-'r,' refer to nonequilibrium states.

stress level at the ItEL for different crystallographic orientations (Table 8). The average
values of shock stressescorrespondingto the
calcite HEL

for different

orientations

have a

total range of 5.2 kb. The variation with crystallographicdirectionis reducedto 2.7 kb when the
HEL is expressedin terms of equivalent.hydrostatic stress.The hydrostatic stressin calcite at

the ITEL, the averagebeing taken in different
directions,is 12.7 kb. This value suggests
a possible close relationship between yielding and
polymorphism,since the latter occursat both
11 and 16 kb at comparablespecificvolumesin
static experiments. To examine the possible
equivalenceof apparent shock transitions with
statically observedmetastabletransitions,it is
worth while to considerbriefly what the effect.
of elastic-plastictype of behavior [Duvall and
Fowles, 1963] in calcite would be for the shock
stressto continueto exceedthe equivalenthydrostatic stressby the same amount as it does at
the I-IEL. From Table 8 this excess stress is 4 to

12 kb, dependingon orientation.If valid over a
short stress range, this model implies that the

secondinstability, occurringat 30 to 36 kb, correspondsto the major volume changeobserved
at 23 kb in the static experimentsat approximately the same volume. Notably, the second
instability in calcite is the most clearly established of the apparent transitions, and the
specificvolume for the onset of this transition
agrees with the isothermal result of Adadurov
et al. [ 1961].
For marble, average values of the HEL and
Poisson's ratio

of 14 kb and v --

0.19 are

adopted,and an equivalenthydrostaticpressure
of

½ = ½,{1 -- 2[(1 -- 2r)/3(1 --r)]} = 6.9 kb
is obtained at the shock-stress level of the HEL.

This value, being below any of the transitions
to the metastableforms of CaC03 impliesthat
in Vermont and Yule marbles, in contrast to
calcite, the HEL is related to mechanicalyielding rather than to polymorphism.On the assumption that the shock stressabove the I-IEL
continuest.o exceedthe hydrostaticpressureby
a nominal value, suchas the 7.1 kb above,the
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double'•hoCkfront which might arise from the
95-kb transition.This suppositionis not, however, supported by the data from the shock

reflectionexperimentsalso performedby Ad-

STATE

adurov et al. in which shock states off the nor-

mal Itugoniot were obtained.Thesedata suggest
PLEXI•I•GLAS
SHOCK
CURVE

30

that

R

NONEQUILIBRIUM
STATE

NONEQUILIBRIUM
STATE

NONEQUILIBRIUM
ST ATE

PLEXIGLAS,
SHOCK

STATES

Griineisen's

ratio

of the shock material

sharply increasesabove 150 kb, supportingthe
hypothesisthat a phase changeoccursat this
stresslevel. In any case,the high-pressure
shock
data of Adadurov et al. correspondcloselywith
the extrapolationof the presentdata for marble
above150 kb. Also,the data for marble appear
to be in satisfactoryagreementwith the range
of

stress-volume

states

achieved

in

calcite

(shadedzone,Figure 19).
Plagioclase-bearingrocks. Itugoniots for San
Gabriel

anorthosite

and Vaeaville

basalt have

been obtainedto pressures
of 227 and 189 kb,
respectively (Figure 22 and Table 10). One exploratory experimentwith nearly single-crystal
I
I
0
specimens
of albite and labradoritc (shot 9231,
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
Table 10) was alsoperformed.The presentdata
PARTICLEVELOCl
TY • mm/p.sec
are plotted in terms of a relative volumebecause
Fig. 21. Comparison of final states from freeof differentinitial densitiesto allow comparison
surfaceand impedance-matchmethods,Solenhofen with the data for gabbro of Hughes and Mclimestone, shot 9068.
Queen [1958]. The high plagioclasecontent of
these mediums suggeststhat similar behavior is
apparent shocktransitions in the marble do not to be expectedin shockcompression.
The scatter
relate simply to those observedstatically. The in both sets of data unfortunately precludes
transition observedat 22 kb in the marble may considerationof possiblecompositional
dependpossibly be correlated with the 16-kb static ence of the Itugoniots. The Hughes and Metransition. The absence of the 30-kb shock tranQueen data points shown in parentheseswere
sition, prominentin calcite,may only be due to obtainedfrom rock specimensin which cracks
the paucity of data in this range.
causedabnormally low initial density.
Little evidence regarding the nature of the
The present data support the conclusionthat
third instability (approximately 40 kb) in cal- below approximately 300 kb (and quite cercite and marble is available, except that the tainly at 150 kb) the shock front consistsof
transition appears to be difficult to detect both more than onewave; the first wave is overdriven
in shock and isothermal compressionexperi- above 300 kb. Hughesand MeQueen'sdata for
ments. Bridgman [1939] did not report any pressures
below300 kb are not shown,sincethe
transition in this range in runs up to 49 kb.
particle velocity associatedwith the inferred
An apparent fourth instability (95 kb) is first wave was not obtained.The presentdata
consistentlyobservedin both the single-crystal give an amplitude of between40 and 50 kb for
and polycrystalline experiments.It appears to the first wave in plagioclaseand plagioclaseresult from a polymorphictransition. In a series bearing rocks, compared with an estimate of
of shock compressionexperimentsin marble, 150 kb which was the lower limit of the data
Adadurov et al. [1961] observeda transition at
available to Hughes and McQueen. The 40- to
approximately150 kb with an estimatedvolume 50-kb first waveis comparable
to the amplitude
change of 0.15%. This transition, which was of the ItEL obtainedfor quartz, the only other
not detected in our experiments,may actually silicate whose Itugoniot is reasonably well
represent the boundary between a triple and known. It is notable that this range of values
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Fig. 22. Hugoniot, plagioclase-bearingrocks.

TABLE 10. Hugoniot Data, Plagioclase-BearingRocks
First Shock State

Specimen;
Initial Density;
g/cm s
San Gabriel
anorthosite;
2.662

Explosive Driver
System;* FreeSurfaceVelocity,
mm//zsec

Particle
Velocity,
mm//zsec

Shock
Velocity,
mm//zsec

15; 2.955
6; 1.404

Labradorire; 2.69
Albite; 2.59

9; 1.56

Vacaville basalt;

16; 1.968

2.82

inclined-mirror

) Lessreliable values.

method.

Shock
Velocity,
mm//zsec

1.517
1.320
0.406

5.63
5.59
3.75

9099

SRI
Shot
No.

0.293

5.67

0.858

5.34

9161

0.317
0.403
0.378

5.86
5.40
5.77

0.812
1.029
0.852

5.28
5.18
5.38

9230

0.273
0.188

6.62
6.60

0.803
0.802

5.27
4.80

9231

0.964

5.31

9159

0.328

5.43

0.906

5.19

0.798

5.06

9160

0.291

5.33
5.55

5.12
5.44
5.40

9232

0.323

0.764
1.232
1.124

12

(

Particle
Velocity,
mm//zsec

(6.17)
5.66

9; (1.64)

* Plane-wave

Shock State

(0.261)
0.286

9; 1.560
16

Final

9101
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for the HEL is considerablyhigher than those
for metals,the only classof mediumwhichhad
beenstudiedat the time of the Hughesand McQueen experiments. The apparent change in
slopeof the Hugoniot observedby Hughesand
McQueen is now attributed to the presenceof
an elasticwave, invalidatingthe former experimental pointsfor pressuresbelowapproximately
300 kb. Above this value only a singleshockis
present,and the previousdata are believedto

elastic limit appear more likely to result from
differences
in grain sizeand cementationcharacter than from minor compositionalvariations.
Abovethe Hugoniotelasticlimit the shockstates
agree, within typical uncertaintiesof the order
of ---+3%in pressureand relative volume, with
both the low-pressureextrapolatedshock (144
kb) and isothermal (98 kb) compressiondata
for quartz.
Sandstones(porosity 20 to 24%) exhibit

be valid.

ttugoniot elastic limits between 4 and 8 kb.
Above the elastic limit the specific volumes

Aside from possibledependenceof the HEL
on compositionand initial volume--neither being presentlywell defined--themaximum elasticwave amplitude is observedto increasewith increasing second-waveamplitude for the same
specimenthickness.This is illustrated by the
data for anorthosite (Table 10). Evidence for
the occurrence of this so-called stress-relaxation
behavior is less well defined in the case of basalt.

The phenomenonappears to occur alsoin quartz
rocksand calcite (seeabove).
The albite and labradoritc specimensare so
oriented that the shock plane is parallel to a
cleavage plane in a material which may be

termed 'single crystal' only in gross features,
sinceit displayslarge volumesof profuse twinning. The lack of controlin crystallographicdirection and the elastic anisotropy observed in
plagioclaseminerals [Alexandrov and Ryzhova,
1962] suggestthat the observed20-kb differ-

achievedby sandstone
decrease
markedly,reaching the equivalent solid quartz volume at a
stressof approximately 40 kb. Measured freesurfacevelocitiesabovethe elasticlimit suggest

that the shockcompression
is highlyirreversible,
especiallyabove 25 kb. Above approximately
40 kb and up to compression
states of 186 kb,
the shockedvolumesare significantlylessthan
either those of single-crystalquartz shockedto
the samestressor that indicatedby extrapolating the isothermal compressioncurve. Shock
temperatures estimated by assuming thermal
equilibriumin the shockstate rangefrom 250øC
at 37 kb to 1450øC at 190 kb. Both the observed

volumesand the calculatedtemperaturessuggest
at least partial transitionto coesiteand, at high
pressures,to stishovite. The shock stressesat
which volumeslessthan quartz are achievedare
considerablylower than the 144-kb value proence in HEL value for labradoritc and albite in
posedby McQueen et al. [1963] for the shockshot 9231 may not be related to compositional induced quartz-stishovitetransition in initially
variation.This stressdifferenceis striking,how- solid material. It appears possible that stishever, becausethe specimens
are subjectedto the ovite is formingdirectly from quartz upon shock
same incident shock and are of similar thickcompression; for this reason the stishoviteness.
quartz phase stability line was calculatedby
Summary. Hugoniot equation-of-statedata using the thermodynamic properties of Si0.,.
for quartzite, novaculite, sandstone, single- polymorphs estimated by Stishov [1963]. On
crystal calcite, marble, limestone,basalt, and the basis of zero-pressurevolumes,the quartzplagioclasewere obtainedin the stressrange of stishovite phase line is given by P = 74.9 q4 to 250 kb, primarily by using planar, in-con- 0.0177T (P in kb and T in øC). Under standard
tact explosive assemblies. Two-dimensional conditions,a quartz-stishoviteinternal energy
wedge experiments yielded useful data for differenceof 10.2 X 10' ergs/gis computed;this
porous rocks only at lower stresslevels. Shock is similarto 15.0 X 10* ergs/g obtainedby Mcstates were computed from measured shock Queenet al.
velocities and either specimenor driver plate
Single-crystalcalcite displaysan elastic wave
free-surface velocities. Impedance-match solu- of 22-kb amplitude,followedby a seriesof complex apparent transitionsoccurringat 30, 45,
tionswereusedforporous
rocks.
and 95 kb and giving rise to four shockfronts
Polycrystalline
nonporous
quartz
Hugoniot elastic limits varying from approxi- between42 and 51 kb; thesevaluesvary slightly
mately 40 to 90 kb. V•riations in the Hugoniot with specimenorientation. At the calcite elastic

SHOCK COMPRESSION

limit, the computedmean hydrostaticstressof
13 kb and the observedspecificvolumesuggest
that the yielding is inducedby transition to one
of the seriesof metastablepolymorphsobserved
by Bridgman [1939] and Adadurov et al. [1961].
In marble and limestone,above elasticlimits of
5 to 15 kb, transitionsappear at 22, 45, and 90
kb. The elasticlimit in marble appearsto be related to mechanical yielding rather than to
polymorphism,since the estimatedhydrostatic
pressureat the average elastic limit is 6.9 kb;
this is considerably below the transitions to
metastableforms of CaCOo.The apparent shock
transitions in marble do not appear to relate
simply to those observed statically. The apparent transition at 95 kb, which is eonsistently
observedin both single-crystaland polycrystalline experiments,may be related to the transition detectedat approximately 150 kb by Adadurov et al. The shock reflection experiments
performed by Adadurov et al. suggest tha•
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Fig. la. Angular relations between plane-wave
inclined-mirror assemblyand resulting streak camera record. Specimen shock tilt 0 produces film
shock tilt 0'. Mirror B inclined at angle 4' produces film cutoff angle

the inclined-argon-gap[Walsh and Christian,
1955] and slanted-resistor[Barker, 1961])
method
for continuouslyrecordingthe velocity
Griineisen's
ratio for the shocked material
of a free surface dependscritically upon the
sharply increasesat 150 kb; in contrast,present
condition that the impact of mirror with the
data suggestthat this transition may represent
free surfacebe supersonic.Thus the angle of
the boundary betweena triple and doubleshock
mirror inclinationmust satisfy•' > sin-• ut/U.
front arising from the 95-kb transition. RegardIn this case, U is shockvelocity in either the
lessof interpretation,the data pointsfor calcite
specimenor inclinedmirror, whicheveris greater.
rocks are in satisfactory agreement with the
Although the free surface of the specimenis
Adadurov et al. data for marble and are within
the range of stress-volumestates achieved by
calcite.

Above eslastielimits of approximately 50 kb,
present data for basalt and for various plagioelases and previously reported data for two
gabbrosabove 300 kb [Hughes and McQueen,
1958] lie on the same Hugoniot when plotted in
terms of relative volume. The previously observedslopechangeof the I-Iugoniotfor gabbro
is believed

to result

from

an elastic wave

of

assumed to move in the direction normal to the

undisturbedsurface,
x the shocktilt in the specimen is taken into account to the extent of cal-

culating an effectivemirror angle given by

•b = 4/ -+- A4•

(i-A)

The anglesin Figure la, with the exceptionof
•', are all small, and suitable approximations
are made.

The value of streak cutoffangle,•, corrected
for slit nonorthogonality,
is

perhaps50-kb amplitudewhich is overdrivenat
approximately300 kb.
tan • = ½os•(tan •' + tan •)
(2-A)
Elastic-wave amplitudesappear to decaywith
The shock tilt correction to the inclined-mirpropagationdistance--presumablya stress-relaxation phenomenon--in all the nonporous ror angleappropriateto the experimentsketched
rocks and minerals studied. In quartzite, the in Figure la is
effect is dimefly observedin plane-wave wedge
m
experiments,whereas in calcite, marble, and
zX•
=
-•
O'u•
plagioelaserocks indirect evidence is derived
from lower values of the elastic limit associated

with longer shockpropagation paths.
Appendix A, Inclined mirror determinationof
]ree.sur]acevelocity. The inclined-mirror (also

• Upon incidenceof a slightly oblique shock,the
normal to the free surface and the direction of
motion are not in coincidence with each other or
with the normal to the undisturbed surface.
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Generally,ut is calculatedby first obtainingthe
correctedvalueof 7 from (2-A); sincethe angle
• is usually less than 1ø, the correctionto 7'
amountsto lessthan 2%. Then A• is calculated,
by usingin (4-A) the uncorrected
angle•'. Since
0' is typically lessthan 1ø and frequently less
than 0.1ø,•, is of the orderof 5ø and 7' is 15 to
60ø, A• amountsto lessthan •a ø or perhaps
6% of •. Finally, ut is calculatedfrom corrected
valuesof 7 and •. Iteration to obtain a closer
value for A• is not usuallyrequired.

L I HT SOURC

•p/m•

Experimental
uncertainties
infree-sur

u•

velocity
forvalues
above
approximately
0.5

mm/•sec
arise
mainly
from
errors
inmeasur
the angle7 (--1ø). This error corresponds
to

approximately -----2.5%in free-surfacevelocity.
For free-surfacevelocitiesbelow 0.5 mm/•sec,
an additional error due to the uncertainty in
can increase the free-surface velocity error to
_4%.
Appendix B, Free-sur[acemeasurements•or
multiwave oblique shocks. The optical lever
method

for measurement

of the free-surface

velocity producedby a slightly oblique shock
front incident on a specularlyreflectingsurface
is describedby Fowles [1961a]. The oblique

IMAGEPLANE

shock-free surface interaction

Fig. lb. Optical lever geometry; oblique shock
incident at angle a• results in apparent velocity
U,•,arr/mand image displacement a,.

The free-surfacevelocity is

W tan •

= --

m tan3•

Aa. = a./2d

(l-B)

The relation between a., U., art/m, and Au.
behind the shockis obtainedby consideringthe

(3-.i)

Hence

free-surface

A•• tan
tan•q•t0'

tilts the free sur-

face; this tilting displacesthe specularimage of
a grid light sourceon the film a distancema,
(Figure lb). From the geometry of Figure lb
the turning angle

interaction

in

a two-dimensional

flow diagram (Figure 2b) [Couran• and Friedrichs,1948,p. 297]. The streamlineflow,S,, lies

(4-A)

S

Unopp/m

i

u

Fig. 2b. Two-dimensional flow diagram. Shock incidence at angle a, results in streamline
along S, giving net change in particle velocity

SHOCK

COMPRESSION

at an angle •;, relative to the apparent velocity
U,,. ,,,p/m; the origin of coordinatesis at the
point of intersectionof the shockfront with the
free surface.The changein particle velocity in
the shockedmaterial upon arrival of the nth
shockfront is givenby

•u, = v,.,•/m-

s,

(2-B)
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